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Introduction

Apart from Saudi Arabia, which our Institute views as currently the largest proliferation risk in the Middle East, three key neighbors of Iran also warrant intensive study as to their nuclear capabilities and plans, safeguards and obstacles to proliferation, and future proliferation risks. After Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Turkey, and Egypt are seen by the Institute as states in the Middle East most poised to seek advanced nuclear capabilities in response to a resurgent nuclear Iran, or as the limitations under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) conclude or otherwise end. Egypt has the most experience of the three in working with nuclear materials and facilities under efforts dating back decades. Turkey may pose the greatest risk as far as surprise proliferation given the state of political affairs in that country and growing impulse of President Erdogan to consolidate power. The UAE, which was the first Middle Eastern country to adopt a so-called “gold standard” of renouncing enrichment and reprocessing, will be a country to watch for reversing course on its pledge. Each of these countries has varying security concerns with regard to Iran, and each has nuanced domestic goals that could propel proliferation attempts. A common recommendation for all three countries is that the United States and its allies should seek strong defensive relationships with those countries potentially affected by the end of JCPOA limits; others include the United States should work to prevent the spread of enrichment and reprocessing capabilities in the region and use national intelligence and diplomatic capabilities to detect and work to reverse proliferation if it emerges. A summary of findings on each country follows, with a technical look at their emerging nuclear capabilities and plans, the security context with regard to Iran, status of their safeguards and obstacles to proliferation, and recommendations for preventing the spread of advanced nuclear capabilities in the region.
United Arab Emirates

Summary

The United Arab Emirates is often touted as a model country in a region of proliferation concern that has gone to great lengths to assure neighbors about its peaceful nuclear intentions. In 2009, the UAE institutionalized legislative prohibitions to enrichment or reprocessing, reaching a so-called “gold standard” in its nonproliferation commitments. This same legislation criminalized and assigned harsh penalties to “the unauthorized use, theft, transport or trade in nuclear materials.” In light of the Iran deal, however, complications have emerged. The UAE has had to face that under the JCPOA, Iran’s enrichment infrastructure is left in place despite the program first being developed as part of a covert nuclear weapons effort. Worse, the nuclear deal allows Iran to grow its enrichment program to industrial levels following the end of the JCPOA’s restrictions, although the Trump administration is increasingly taking the position that this enrichment buildup will not be allowed. Nonetheless, the UAE has suggested that it must reevaluate its commitments. Edward Royce, Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, reported that the UAE Ambassador to Washington, Yousef al-Otaiba, told him that the UAE no longer felt bound by its bilateral agreement with the United States, its “123 Agreement” which forgoes enrichment and reprocessing of any U.S.-origin fuel. While subsequent statements from the UAE embassy in Washington, D.C. have indicated that the “government has not formally changed its views or perspective on the 123 Agreement or commitments,” the ambiguity is unsettling for the future of nonproliferation in the region. The UAE is a country to watch to see if it changes its approach on not acquiring or developing advanced nuclear capabilities. Its decisions will likely continue to be influenced by its rivalry with Iran. In any case, any UAE effort to develop enrichment or reprocessing capabilities should be opposed.

Security Context

The UAE consists of a federation of seven emirates that act with substantial autonomy and maintain separate interests. Two of the emirates, Abu Dhabi and Dubai, have differing relations with Iran, with Dubai holding closer ties and Abu Dhabi remaining more suspicious of Iranian influence. This dynamic may play out with one emirate winning out and largely determining whether the UAE ultimately decides to renege on its nonproliferation commitments and pursue advanced nuclear capabilities. However, Abu Dhabi is the UAE’s largest, most powerful state and seat of UAE leadership and it harbors deep distrust of the Iranian government that stems from fundamental differences in religious ideology. It believes Iran incites unrest among its citizens and threatens the UAE’s security.

own and other Arab countries’ Shi’ite populations. Iranian influence in the UAE languished under international economic sanctions, and some Abu Dhabi leaders feared that the lifting of sanctions under the JCPOA would lead to a reconstitution of that influence. If economic relations are reestablished and grow, an increase in Iranian immigration may also occur as Iran seeks to capitalize on economic opportunities in the UAE, which is of concern for leaders.

Dubai, by contrast, has strong economic and cultural ties with Iran, which also played a role in Dubai becoming one of the world’s most notorious illicit transshipment hubs that was instrumental to Iran’s and Pakistan’s secret nuclear weapons efforts. Over 8,000 Iranian traders and businesses are anchored in Dubai, and nearly 10 percent of Dubai’s population is ethnic Iranian. This strong economic relationship is largely credited with creating Dubai’s booming economy. A state that had been until the 1960s bereft of electricity, roads, running water, or telephones was bolstered by Iranian economic ties and immigrants. This mutually beneficial relationship, however created a serious threat. Dubai became a major conduit through which Iran secretly or illegally imported controlled or sanctioned nuclear and military technologies. Dubai free trade zone companies freely aided Iran’s illicit nuclear, missile, and military trade networks until international pressure led the country to create export controls and stronger enforcement.

Although the illicit trade problem remains, it is reduced. The UAE leadership in Abu Dhabi may not have approved of Dubai’s close relationship with Iran, but it was swayed by the economic aspect. Many UAE officials see further promise in the prospect of increased economic growth and diversification because of the lifting of sanctions.

The relationship between the UAE and the United States is a complicating factor. The UAE has enjoyed significant military and security benefits from the United States over the past 20 years. Pursuit of advanced nuclear capabilities could damage its economic and military

relationships with the United States. It is possible, however, that the UAE would decide to pursue advanced fuel cycle capabilities as a policy of independence and safeguarding against a future, re-energized Iranian nuclear weapons program, citing the precedent of the JCPOA as international approval of its right to enrich. Such a move would put the United States in a difficult position.

Regarding a broader push toward nuclear weapons capabilities, the UAE’s economy is reliant on oil and natural gas exports which account for roughly 40 percent of its GDP. As such, the UAE would be highly vulnerable to energy sanctions from the international community. Pursuit of advanced fuel cycle capabilities or nuclear weapons could carry with it substantial security and economic costs. This prospect will likely play a role in the UAE’s calculus when deciding how far to go in matching Iran’s nuclear capabilities, as will the perception level of a U.S. security commitment to the UAE.

Current Plans and Capabilities

By the year 2020, domestic energy demands of the UAE are projected to more than double. As a result, the UAE has begun to expand and diversify its energy sources, and set a goal to have nuclear energy supply 6 percent of its energy demand by 2050. Its first nuclear power reactor is nearing completion. Its nuclear program has steadily progressed compared to other programs, having started discussing a nuclear power program in 2008 to accommodate projected increases in electrical demand and for desalination purposes.

Through extensive cooperation with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and international partners, the UAE progressed relatively quickly in its endeavor to lay its nuclear infrastructure. It first created institutions to oversee and regulate nuclear development, starting with the Federal Authority of Nuclear Regulation (FANR) in 2009, followed by the Nuclear Energy Program Implementation Organization, which established the Emirates Nuclear Energy Corporation (ENEC) the same year to “evaluate and implement nuclear power plans.” The ENEC accepted a $20 billion dollar bid from the Korean Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) to design and build four APR1400 megawatt-electric (MWe) pressurized water reactors. The construction of the four reactors called Barakah 1-4 in the coastal town Ruwais in Abu Dhabi is going well, with construction progress at 94%, 82%, 68%, and 41%, respectively,
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16 APR-1400 is the name of the model, where APR stands for Advanced Power Reactor and 1400 indicates the electricity output.
according to a statement by the Emirates Nuclear Energy Corporation. Barakah 1 is projected to be operational by 2018; the other three are projected to be operational by 2020. Early concerns of delays were based on the fact that construction of two APR-1400s in South Korea experienced delays (Shin Kori 3 and 4). However, Shin Kori 3 eventually began operation in December 2016, and Shin Kori 4 is expected to follow. In October 2016, KEPCO agreed to invest $90 million in a company that will operate the UAE’s first nuclear power plant.

The four Barakah reactors will be jointly operated by the UAE and KEPCO personnel for 60 years, which is the expected lifespan of the reactors. To fulfill its front end nuclear fuel cycle requirements, the UAE established a vast network of international partners to ensure smooth operation of the reactors. It will purchase natural uranium externally, deliver this uranium to contracted partners for conversion and subsequent enrichment, and finally send the enriched product to KEPCO for fuel fabrication. In 2012, FANR and six companies signed agreements to supply uranium for 15 years: Conver Dyn, Uranium One, Urenco, Rio Tinto, Tenex, and Areva. The APR-1400 uses low-enriched uranium dioxide fuel, with an average enrichment of 2.6 % U-235. Each reactor has a net capacity of 1345 MWe and a thermal capacity of 3983 megawatts-thermal (MWt). The high burn-up of the spent fuel adds to the proliferation resistance of the reactors, as high burn-up decreases the amount of plutonium 239, which is the most desirable plutonium isotope for nuclear weapons, and increases the amount of undesired plutonium 240 to more than 25 percent. Moreover, given that the reactors will be jointly operated with South Korea and inspected by the IAEA, the UAE would face difficulties in

---


secretly diverting spent fuel in a hypothetical attempt to collect and recover plutonium in a reprocessing plant, regardless of plutonium quality. The UAE plans to store all spent fuel in a national repository designed with the assistance of the Swedish Nuclear Waste Management Corporation or delivered to France for reprocessing. The latter, if implemented, is bound to be seen by many U.S. experts and officials as inconsistent with the Gold Standard. One issue will be the fate of the separated plutonium, and whether overseas reprocessing will encourage the UAE to start using plutonium-based fuels in its power reactors, as is common in France. These fresh plutonium-bearing fuels, called mixed oxide (MOX) fuels, pose a much more serious proliferation risk than spent fuel or low enriched uranium fuels.

The IAEA has taken measures with the UAE to develop the necessary human capital for a sustainable nuclear program by providing many scholarships and opportunities for on-the-job training, as well as introducing nuclear science courses at universities at the Bachelors, Masters, and doctorate levels. An emphasis on English proficiency will also be important as the workplace language will be English. Since KEPCO will help operate the plant for 60 years, the UAE has sufficient time to create a domestic infrastructure through its international partnerships.

The nonproliferation gold standard pledged by the UAE on forgoing enrichment and reprocessing faces a challenge particularly if the enrichment restrictions on Iran under the JCPOA start to end. In 2017, at the Carnegie Nuclear Policy Conference, UAE Ambassador to the United States Yousef al-Otaiba publicly raised the UAE’s situation, expressing that Iran got a “better” deal than the UAE, as it was able to keep its enrichment capacity. He stated: “...If you’re sitting where we’re sitting, the country that is largely unfriendly to the United States and the West seems to have gotten a better deal... I offer this as just a perspective of how the deal looks, not on the technical merits but as friends and adversaries go.” This regional dynamic requires monitoring particularly in light of worsening UAE/Iran relations and any signs that the UAE could move to abandon its pledge not to reprocess or enrich.

It is worth noting too that the UAE has purchased arms and missiles from North Korea, despite its condemnations of North Korea’s nuclear tests and missile launches. This could indicate or further facilitate the emergence of a problematic back channel for the UAE to obtain advanced
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30 Although a high fraction of plutonium 239 is desirable to those making nuclear weapons, any plutonium, even low quality power reactor plutonium, can be used to make nuclear weapons, with tradeoffs in explosive yield, heat management, and the risk of premature detonation.


33 McAuley, “UAE Nuclear Project.”

34 “Plenary – The Iran Deal: International Perspectives,” 2017 Carnegie Nuclear Policy Conference, transcript, http://carnegieendowment.org/2017/03/20/plenary-iran-deal-international-perspectives-pub-67681?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTlRrTVl6Sm5tNREEzTm9pail5InQOiJheSt4ZES5cnhcL3MyZmJwQFhVkhUb09oakwrR1V4dnU1aXBBY1R6c3QrWFwvUbUxM2k1SOHhEK2Mya3dGbU9uakrQaUhlb3IzVFjiMEpUbFZuZDZPZ1Nza2taNhjZHB6YUlzOWtSbTZ6RE5CU1JXSGJMCMi2ZnV4NGZqTWZPRzZPln0%3D
nuclear technologies if it decided to proliferate. This information also demonstrates that the UAE is willing to pursue illicit trade if it suits the government’s interests.

Research and Training

As of March 2017, *Web of Science*, a database of published scientific research, had collected only 16 publications affiliated with Emirati research institutions addressing “uranium” within the past 15 years. Iran, in comparison, had produced 412 publications. Of the 16 publications, not one was written independently, or without collaboration of other nations’ institutions. Most cooperation appears to be with China and the United States.

International cooperation is necessary in part because the UAE does not have any major nuclear research centers. The UAE’s main nuclear body is the above-mentioned FANR, which is responsible for “safety, security, radiation protection and safeguards” of the UAE’s nuclear power reactors. FANR is also the main overseer of the implementation of international agreements, which include the U.S. 123 agreement. The FANR website shows a high degree of intended transparency for its future nuclear program. Under a web site tab titled “Open Data,” inspection reports of the Barakh Nuclear Power Plant are available. As an example, one can identify that the inspection team from the December 2016 Barakah report consisted of 24 individuals. Based on evaluating their names and affiliations, roughly one third of the people appear to come from organizations outside the UAE. In fact, 40 percent of FANR employees are not Emirati.

It is unlikely, but unclear from this open source evaluation, whether FANR hosts any laboratories. A section for “Research and Studies” exists on its website but is lacking any publications as of April 2017. As indicated by publications found in scientific databases, the UAE’s concrete, experimental research seems primarily conducted within general science departments of universities or other academic institutions. Examples are the Departments of Geology, Physics, and Chemistry at United Arab Emirates University (UAEU) and the
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39 According to Reuters, the ratio of non-citizens to Emiratis is more than five to one, implying that less than 20 percent of the population is Emirati. Mahmoud Habboush, “Call to naturalise some expats stirs anxiety in the UAE,” Reuters. October 10, 2013, [http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-emirates-citizenship-feature-idUKBRE99904J20131010](http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-emirates-citizenship-feature-idUKBRE99904J20131010)
Department of Geology at Al Ain University of Science and Technology. Additionally, research is conducted at the Dubai Central Laboratory, which integrates seven major research departments into one, ranging from Food and Environment to Electromechanics Departments.42

As of September 2016, UAEU is approved to use radioactive material for “nuclear research, nuclear physics, and other types of research involving radioactive material.”43 This makes it possible that new equipment like hot cells could eventually be installed at the UAEU.

Khalifa University for Science, Technology and Research (KUSTR) in Abu Dhabi, which is merging with the Petroleum Institute and the Masdar Institute, has a nuclear engineering department.44,45 These two other institutions have participated in nuclear-related research.46

Safeguards and Proliferation Obstacles

Due to extensive international involvement in the UAE’s nuclear program by the IAEA, KEPCO, and uranium providers, it would be difficult for the UAE, without declaring a reversal of its gold standard commitments and voiding its legislation, to shift efforts to build front or back-end fuel cycle capabilities. The UAE would likely also face Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) opposition to any efforts to acquire enrichment or reprocessing facilities. It is, however, not certain that the NSG would block such purchases. Proposed NSG guidelines asking suppliers to consider “[g]eneral conditions of stability and security” within the recipient’s state and the state’s region before agreeing to the transfer of any material, for example, are blocked by certain members, including Turkey.47

Any secret effort by the UAE to develop advanced fuel cycle capabilities would likely be detected, resulting in international pressure. Moreover, the safeguards in the UAE are extensive and would complicate any secret nuclear effort. The IAEA has established comprehensive verification measures to which the UAE has voluntarily complied, including the Additional Protocol. The four Barakah nuclear reactors will be jointly owned and operated by KEPCO personnel for 60 years, further impeding any secret diversion from them. Finally, the

46 “Abu Dhabi approves merger of universities and billions in projects.”
UAE has no significant domestic uranium resources and would require imported uranium in order to undertake a parallel covert fuel cycle effort.\(^4^8\)

If an enrichment or reprocessing program is sought by the UAE during the next two decades, it would need to change its domestic regulations forbidding uranium enrichment or reprocessing and the 123 agreement with the United States. However, the UAE is far from establishing mastery or independent control of either the front or back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle. If it pursued them alone, the UAE would require many years to acquire the technical equipment and expertise required to engage in successful enrichment, and may have to engage in secret, illicit procurements to acquire all the necessary goods and know-how. North Korea could even emerge as a supplier for such goods. Alternatively, the UAE could decide, particularly if Iran succeeds in scaling up its enrichment program, to seek to modify the Gold Standard commitments and buy enrichment or reprocessing capabilities from an overseas supplier and subject these facilities to IAEA safeguards. This situation, if allowed to develop, would enable the UAE to develop a nuclear weapons capability and open the door for breaking out to nuclear weapons at a time of its choosing, perhaps faster than the international community could react to stop it.

**Conclusion**

Because of the risk of advanced nuclear capabilities proliferating in the Middle East, all nuclear suppliers should commit not to supply the UAE enrichment or reprocessing capabilities, including reprocessing UAE spent fuel abroad unless the plutonium is not returned. The United States should make clear its defensive commitment to the UAE but underscore that any pursuit of uranium enrichment or reprocessing would threaten the U.S. defense commitment. National intelligence capabilities should monitor any UAE efforts to renege on its commitment to not acquire advanced fuel cycle capabilities and look for signs that it is carrying out research on weaponization. In addition, any increase in Iran’s enrichment or reprocessing capabilities beyond current levels should be opposed as stimulating nuclear proliferation and posing an unacceptable risk to the region. The United States should work to strengthen the JCPOA by better enforcing the deal and extending the duration of the major nuclear limitations in order to address the security concerns of allies such as the UAE. The United States should also continue pressuring the UAE on its commitment to strong enforcement of its export controls and prevention of illicit trade to Iran. Middle East security concerns should be addressed and threat reduction efforts should be pursued more broadly.

Turkey

Summary

The risk is substantial that Turkey will seek advanced nuclear capabilities in order to have comparable power to Iran under ambitious nuclear energy plans laid by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Erdogan’s increasingly dictatorial actions increase the risk that Turkey will seek nuclear weapons capabilities – tools that Erdogan may find useful for consolidating power and augmenting Turkey’s regional power status. Turkey is also adamant about making its nuclear infrastructure as independent from foreign aid as possible, as soon as it has acquired the needed workforce and technology. Turkey’s interpretation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as granting a “right to enrich” and its resistance to tightened Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) restrictions on transfers of enrichment and reprocessing technology are strong indicators of a desire to keep open the possibility of advanced fuel cycle development.

Therefore, although official statements deny Turkish plans to acquire enrichment capabilities, NSG member states should block any attempts by Turkey to import technology that would support enrichment facilities and further destabilize the Middle East. National intelligence agencies should watch for any signs of illicit efforts by Turkey to procure these or weaponization knowledge and capabilities.

If Iran develops nuclear weapons, Turkey has said in the past that it would “follow suit - immediately,” according to remarks by a high-level Turkish foreign ministry official. More recently, in March 2017, an imam and confidant of Erdogan expressed the need for Turkish nuclear weapons and insisted on “inventing these weapons, not buying them.” A Turkish journalist also recently claimed that officials in Erdogan’s inner circle informed him of secret plans and discussions to acquire nuclear weapons for deterrence purposes, and in reaction to worsening relations with the West. Turkey would be able to acquire nuclear weapons more quickly if it is able to develop sensitive fuel cycle capabilities while the Iran nuclear deal, or Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), is in place. But Turkey appears to lack as strong of a drive to match Iran’s current nuclear capabilities as Saudi Arabia possesses. Part of the reason is that Turkey reportedly still hosts an estimated 50 U.S. nuclear weapons under its NATO arrangement and is by most accounts satisfied with the protection provided by the extended deterrent. Despite the attempted military coup in July 2016, during which Incirlik Air Base hosting the weapons played a critical role, the weapons seemed to remain secure based on

publicly available accounts. Media reports that the nuclear weapons were transferred to Romania were denied by the Romanian government. Moreover, Turkey has important trade relations with Iran, and despite contentious foreign policies issues, the two have not engaged in combat for hundreds of years. Turkey has tried to maintain a good economic and diplomatic relationship with Iran, speaking against economic sanctions and promoting a nuclear fuel swap agreement with Iran in 2010. President Erdogan and Turkey’s finance minister also spoke positively about the JCPOA, respectively calling it “an important development for peace in the region” and “great news’ for the Turkish economy.” Nonetheless, Turkey could develop nuclear weapons capabilities simply to be a competitive power in the region, as a means of Erdogan coalescing his power, and to remain comparable to Iran.

Turkey can be expected to pursue its nuclear energy independence and its perceived “right to enrich” while balancing its increasingly troubled ties with the West. It would be subject to additional Western pressure to maintain a peaceful nuclear program if it does manage to acquire advanced fuel cycle capabilities. After the attempted military coup in July 2016, Erdogan removed all identified “adversaries” from military and political ranks and is therefore unlikely to face any substantial challenges in future decision making, even if it would turn the international community against Turkey. Erdogan would need to decide whether Western sanctions and pressure would be worth a push toward developing nuclear weapons capabilities and eventually nuclear weapons. The attempted coup revealed Turkey’s political instability, which makes it a risky place for sensitive nuclear programs (and potentially NATO stationed nuclear weapons), even if a program is strictly civilian in nature.

**Current Plans and Capabilities**

Turkey’s energy demand is increasing rapidly, and due to its lack of natural resources, its two main options are to keep importing fossil fuels or to invest in alternative energy sources, including nuclear energy. Erdogan is opting for a smooth but steady transition from the former to the latter; the government is planning to have nuclear power provide five percent of the

---


nation’s energy demand by 2023, and 15 percent by 2030. The International Energy Agency’s (IEA’s) recommendation is five percent by 2020.

Turkey currently has two operable research reactors and plans to build multiple nuclear power plants. Although the first power plant at Akkuyu will be foreign built – and operated by Russia – Turkey is planning to decrease the involvement of foreign companies such as Rosatom over a series of three to four power plants and eventually build reactors that are “100 percent national.” Four VVER units of 1200 megawatts electric (MWe) each will be Russian-built at Akkuyu with construction slated to begin in 2018. A second nuclear power plant at the Sinop site, located at the Black Sea, was contracted to Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and AREVA in 2013. The plant will be jointly owned and operated by Mitsubishi, Itochu, GDF SUEZ, AREVA, and EÜAŞ — the largest electric power company in Turkey, and will have a total capacity of 4400 MWe. The construction of the ATMEA1 reactor, a French (AREVA) designed generation III+ pressurized water reactor, is to start in 2017, and the reactor is planned to start operating in 2023. Another project at Iğneada is in the planning stages with China. It will be constructed by China’s State Nuclear Power and Technology Corporation (SNPTC) and Westinghouse, but operated by Turkey’s Elektrik Uretim. The planned reactors are two 1250

---

62 “Davutoğlu says third nuclear plant will be ‘100 percent national’,” Today’s Zaman, October 21, 2014, http://www.todayszaman.com/anasayfa_davutoglu-says-third-nuclear-plant-will-be-100-percent-national_362284.html. The article has been removed by Turkish authorities since, but the event was also covered by Nuclear Street News Team, “Turkey Plans on a 100 Percent Domestic Nuclear Plant,” Nuclear Street, October 23, 2014.
MWe AP1000s and two 1400MWe CAO1400s reactors. Often, nuclear newcomers seek agreements with China or Russia to benefit from transfer of technology and knowledge going beyond the construction of a nuclear reactor. In this case too, the agreement “promises capacity improvement throughout the entire cycle of nuclear energy generation,” including “development of innovative reactor- and fuel-related technologies.” According to an announcement made by Prime Minister Davutoğlu in October 2014, this third plant is the one that will be “100 percent national.”

Turkey has one operating research reactor, one research reactor that is temporarily shut down, and one that is permanently shut down. The operating research reactor, the Istanbul Technical University TRIGA Research Reactor (ITU-TRR) is a 250-kilowatt Triga Mark II reactor which started operating in March 1979. Its main purposes are neutron radiography, neutron activation analysis, and teaching and training, and it only runs 12 weeks per year and two days per week. Its fuel rods are composed of near 20 percent uranium 235. The enriched uranium in the fuel, in the form of uranium-zirconium hydride, is enriched in the United States. The second research reactor is at Cekmece Nuclear Research Training Center (CNRTC). The five-megawatt reactor, Turkish Reactor 2 or TR-2, started operating in December 1981 and was shut down in 1995. Its main purpose was the production of medical and industrial isotopes including Tc-99 and Ir-192. Originally operating on highly enriched uranium, it was gradually converted to operate on less than 20 percent enriched uranium. All spent fuel of U.S. origin was removed from the country, with the last shipment of 5.4 kilograms (kg) highly

70 “Davutoğlu says third nuclear plant will be ‘100 percent national.’”
71 IAEA Research Reactor Database.
78 Technetium-99, a decay product of Mo-99, which is a fission product of U-235. For more information see: http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/nuclear/technetium.html
80 “TR-2.”
enriched uranium (HEU) sent out in January 2010.\textsuperscript{81} To restart the reactor, Turkey heavily invested in upgrading and overhauling it, and it is currently waiting for licensing.\textsuperscript{82}

Another Turkish research and training center, Sarayköy Nuclear Research and Training Center (SANAEM), focuses on archaeological and geological use of nuclear material and techniques. The laboratory of the center’s fission unit has three Am-Be neutron irradiation cells for research on nuclear properties of several elements, including uranium and thorium.\textsuperscript{83} Additionally, a 30 mega-electron volt (MeV) cyclotron was constructed at the center in 2010 to produce radioisotopes and for research activities.\textsuperscript{84} While any neutron source can in theory be used to irradiate uranium-238 to produce plutonium-239, non-reactor technologies are highly inefficient. According to an American Association for the Advancement of Science estimate, a 30 MeV neutron source would need 1,500-3,000 years to produce 5-10 kg Pu-239, the critical mass for a nuclear weapon.\textsuperscript{85}

As of 2017, Turkey is far away from having the workforce or the technology needed to follow a nuclear Iran “immediately.” In an interview with the IAEA, Necati Yamac, head of the Nuclear Energy Project and Implementing Department of the Turkish Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources, explained the benefits of the Build-Own-Operate (BOO) model intended for Turkey’s first foreign-operated nuclear power plants: it saves time and resources.\textsuperscript{86} A nuclear newcomer country like Turkey does not have the time or money to develop on its own the workforce and the experience needed for the “design, construction and operation of NPPs [nuclear power plants].”\textsuperscript{87} In order to include Turkish citizens in the Akkuyu project, around 600 students are, or will be, studying science and engineering at the MePhi University in Russia.\textsuperscript{88} For comparison, the Turkish Nuclear Engineers Society, a non-profit organization for nuclear engineers, had 180 members in 2015, while their French partner, the French Nuclear Society had 3500.\textsuperscript{89} The workforce needed to operate a power plant would have to come from “a nuclear

\textsuperscript{81} “Final HEU return from Turkey,” World Nuclear News, January 14, 2010, \url{http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/RS-Final_HEU_return_from_Turkey-1401108.html}
\textsuperscript{82} “TR-2.”
\textsuperscript{85} Seth A. Hoedl and Derek Updegraff, “Medical Isotopes without Reactors or Uranium Enrichment,” American Association for the Advancement of Science, \textit{PONI Summer Conference}, 2013
\textsuperscript{87} Ferrari, “How They Do It: Turkey.”
\textsuperscript{89} “The French Nuclear Society signs a cooperation agreement with the Turkish Nuclear Engineers Society,” French Nuclear Society Press Release, January 19, 2015, \url{https://www.euronuclear.org/e-news/e-news-47/sfen.htm}
research group, which has to quickly learn the challenges of implementing a large industrial project. The same time, expertise, and material constraints are true for nuclear weapon capabilities: laboratory scale enrichment of uranium will enhance the knowledge of a country’s experts, but it does not result in industrial scale capability.

From a proliferation viewpoint, nuclear power plants that are operated by domestically-owned companies are more concerning than foreign-operated plants. Therefore, there are different proliferation concerns for Turkey’s different plans with Rosatom and Mitsubishi. Under its agreement with Russia, Turkey will not have access to fuel or spent fuel from the power plant. Fuel will be imported from Russia and spent fuel exported right away. This reduces the risk of Turkey further enriching the fuel or separating plutonium from spent fuel. The cooperation with Japan for the second nuclear power plant was accompanied by a Nuclear Energy Agreement between the two governments. After a draft of the $22 billion agreement was signed in May 2013 by Erdogan and his Japanese counterpart Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, and revised to accelerate the project in January 2014, it caused controversy among Japanese and U.S. proliferation analysts. Some argued that it “contain[ed] a provision that would enable Turkey to eventually enrich uranium and extract plutonium by reprocessing spent nuclear fuel.” The agreement was seen by many as a “respon[se] to Iran’s enrichment program.” The agreement was subsequently modified and endorsed by the Diet, the Japanese legislative assembly, and entered into effect in June 2014. The current agreement does not allow for a transfer of technologies for uranium enrichment or reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel to Turkey. However, Article VIII of the agreement states that this provision can be altered in the future if both governments agree. Details on the treatment of spent fuel are unknown. Japan has an excess of spent nuclear fuel and is unlikely to agree to the return of spent fuel.

The nuclear power plant agreement with Japan and impending plans for a third, wholly national project with China signal that Turkey is planning to gradually reduce foreign guidance and control of its nuclear fuel cycle.

90 Ferrari, “How They Do It: Turkey.”
96 Kawai, “A business analysis of Japan’s NPP export to Turkey.”
97 Kawai, “A business analysis of Japan’s NPP export to Turkey.”
Turkey has no official plans to construct an enrichment or reprocessing facility but it has assiduously defended its right to acquire such facilities in the future: Turkey interprets Article IV of the NPT as granting the “right to enrich,” and has actively opposed further NSG restrictions on the transfer of enrichment and reprocessing technology. Turkey became member of the NSG in 2000, shortly after joining the Zangger Committee in 1999.98 Acquiring these steps would be attractive from the point of nuclear energy independence, or ‘closing’ the domestic nuclear fuel cycle, but it would also bring Turkey significantly closer to nuclear weapons.

Enrichment ambitions were dismissed publicly by Energy Minister Taney Yildiz.99 Yildiz stated in October 2013 that enriched uranium will remain imported, and in 2014, he reconfirmed: “Turkey does not have an aim of building an atom bomb, nor nuclear enrichment.”100 At both the 2009 and 2010 meetings of the NSG, however, Turkey objected to “further restrictions on access to nuclear material, equipment, and technology beyond restrictions expressed in the NPT.” More specifically, Turkey was concerned that its own nuclear infrastructure would be disadvantaged because the proposed guidelines asked suppliers to consider “[g]eneral conditions of stability and security” within the recipient’s state and the state’s region before agreeing to the transfer of any material.102 Turkey also opposed the “black-box” approach, proposed by the United States, which asks suppliers to ensure that the transfer “take[s] place under conditions that will not permit or enable the replication of the technology.”103 In 2012, the NSG reached an agreement on the revision of the guidelines, and the 2013 version of the NSG guidelines contained both ideas Turkey had opposed, but in looser language.

Turkey has invested in a fuel rod production facility and uranium mining, crucial steps toward making domestically produced nuclear fuel. A 2015 research center report cites Turkish newspapers reporting Turkey’s hopes to construct a fuel rod production facility.104 The report mentions a $300 million investment planned for the production facility.105 According to Yildiz,
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105 Ersan Temizel, “Nuclear power plant fuel rods to be produced in Turkey.”
Turkey plans on producing the “outer shell”\textsuperscript{106} of nuclear fuel pellets; enriched uranium will be imported. Yildiz does not name a potential supplier, but refers to the “seven countries that enrich uranium” as possible suppliers. The plan to import raw enriched uranium, not in the form of fuel pellets, is in accord with Turkey’s refusal to agree to the 2008 version of the NSG’s proposed stricter guidelines on enrichment (and reprocessing).

Turkey does not have an enrichment facility; all enriched fuel has been imported. However, in 2009, the Mineral Research & Exploration General Directorate (MTA) laboratory began to produce small quantities of uranium hexafluoride, the uranium compound used for enrichment in gas centrifuges.\textsuperscript{107} Laboratory reports and publications indicate small scale usage of uranium hexafluoride and other uranium fluoride compounds at the Technical University in Istanbul\textsuperscript{108} and other institutions. Also in small quantities, the MTA converts natural uranium to uranium oxide, and since 1986 it has been producing UO\textsubscript{2} pellets that can be used for a nuclear reactor.\textsuperscript{109} An active IAEA project, approved in 2012, is titled “Supporting Uranium Exploration, Resource Augmentation and Production Using Advanced Techniques.”\textsuperscript{110}

Turkey has abundant natural uranium and thorium deposits. After decades of researching and evaluating different sites, Turkey started its first mining and purification project, the Temrezli project, in 2011.\textsuperscript{111} An annual 385 tonnes of uranium are planned to be produced, however, a drop in uranium market prices has stalled the effort temporarily.\textsuperscript{112}

There are units within CNRTC’s Nuclear Technology Division of interest from a proliferation standpoint: within nuclear physics, radioisotope, reactor technology, and material technology units, studies are conducted on power plant and research reactor design and technology, fuel and material, fuel production techniques, and safety. Specific activities include purifying small quantities of uranium,\textsuperscript{113} analyzing “every type of nuclear material” and neutron activation, and manufacturing UO\textsubscript{2}, ThO\textsubscript{2} and ThUO\textsubscript{2} powder and pellets.\textsuperscript{114}

\textsuperscript{106} Ersan Temizel, “Nuclear power plant fuel rods to be produced in Turkey.”
\textsuperscript{107} Uelgen, “Turkey and the Bomb.”
\textsuperscript{109} Uelgen, “Turkey and the Bomb.”
While developing its nuclear infrastructure, Turkey is also investing in a domestic ballistic missile system, which adds weight to the international community’s task to ensure Turkey’s nuclear program remains strictly civilian.\(^{115}\) Turkey already has nuclear-capable aircraft, such as Turkish McDonnell-Douglas F-4 aircraft, which are capable of delivering tactical B61 nuclear weapons (B61-3 and B61-4).\(^{116,117}\)

Research and Training

In addition to its physical infrastructure, Turkey must also invest in its academic sector in order to have a burgeoning nuclear power program; currently there are only a few nuclear engineering and related programs. Ankara University has a “subcritical assembly” where students learn about reactor mechanisms using light water and natural uranium.\(^{118}\) The core consists of 2,500 kilograms of natural uranium that was supplied by the United States.\(^{119}\) Extensive exchange programs with Russia and Japan are taking place to increase the number of engineering students. Additionally, the second nuclear power plant at Sinop will incorporate a nuclear training center for simulators, laboratories, and workshops.\(^{120}\) Although Turkey’s nuclear energy workforce currently lacks the quantity of personnel needed, it has been developing good quality personnel in other scientific and engineering fields. In May 2014, Turkey’s European Council for Nuclear Research (CERN) membership was upgraded from observer status to associate member, which means that Turkish physicists can actively participate in “high energy” physics experiments, although it should be noted that these activities have nothing to do with sensitive nuclear facilities or nuclear weapons.\(^{121}\) However, they show that if Turkey invests the resources, it will develop a more sophisticated scientific and technical workforce.

A review of both older and recent scientific journals, reports, and dissertations, indicates that sophisticated research is being done in the field of nuclear engineering. Noticeable from a
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proliferation standpoint are topics such as: uranium-fluoride compounds, both liquid and
gaseous;\textsuperscript{122} heavy water reactor nuclear fuel pellets consisting of UO\textsubscript{2} and ThO\textsubscript{2};\textsuperscript{123} pressurized
light-water-reactors (LWR) fueled with plutonium, uranium-gadolinia, and low enriched uranium
(LEU)-thorium;\textsuperscript{124} accelerator-driven systems (ADS) fueled with thorium;\textsuperscript{125} light water reactor
(LWR) spent fuel;\textsuperscript{126} and fusion and hybrid reactors.\textsuperscript{127}

Research on different reactor types and fuels is common. It serves as a way for scientists and
engineers to become more familiar with nuclear properties, reactions and processes,
independent of whether this knowledge will be used for peaceful or military purposes.
Knowing how to store and handle uranium-fluoride compounds, especially in gaseous state, is
one example. Uranium-fluoride compounds are important for the enrichment of uranium,
which is needed for light-water reactor fuel, but can also be used to make highly enriched
uranium for a nuclear explosive.

\textbf{Export Controls, Safeguards, and Proliferation Obstacles}

Although Turkey is a member of the NSG, it poorly enforces its own export control laws. There
have been numerous cases of controlled or otherwise sensitive nuclear-related goods passing
through Turkey to Iran. On the Institute’s Peddling Peril Index, which evaluates the
effectiveness of countries’ export control system, Turkey is in the bottom ranking. For many
countries with poor export control records, they also are more willing to pursue illegal imports
for their own purposes. As such, concerns remain that if Turkey pursues sensitive nuclear
capabilities, it may seek to procure goods illicitly if suppliers deny imports.

Because Turkey has ratified the Additional Protocol, the IAEA is familiar with Turkey’s current
nuclear capacity and plans: it also works closely with the Turkish Atomic Energy Authority

\textsuperscript{122} Z. E. Erkmen, S. Anghaie, “Performance of molybdenum with UF4 at high temperatures as a wall material for
study on the corrosion behavior of yttria (Y2O3) in flowing uranium hexafluoride (Uf6) gas at 1173 K,” Korozyon,
1993.
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Center,” Accessed January 2016,
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\textsuperscript{125} M. Arik et al, “A provisional study of ADS within Turkic Accelerator Complex Project,” in \textit{Thorium Energy for the
World} (Switzerland: Springer, Cham, 2016), pp. 423-424.
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(Türkiye Atom Enerjisi Kurumu) or TAEK to ensure that all safety and security measures are applied. Since 2012, the IAEA has awarded Turkey annually with the “broader conclusion” under the Additional Protocol and Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement.\textsuperscript{128} This safeguards conclusion, still absent in the case of Iran, by contrast, means that “all of the nuclear material in the State had been placed under safeguards and remained in peaceful nuclear activities [...]”, and, more relevant for Turkey, concludes “the absence of undeclared nuclear material and activities.”\textsuperscript{129}

Turkey has been participating in numerous IAEA Technical Cooperation (TC) Programmes\textsuperscript{130} and has signed a Country Programme Framework for 2013-2017.\textsuperscript{131} In November 2013, the IAEA conducted an Integrated Nuclear Infrastructure Review (INIR) mission in Turkey. The mission goes over the ‘19 Milestones in the Development of a National Infrastructure for Nuclear Power’ and evaluates a possible nuclear infrastructure through site visits, interviews and reviewing of documents.\textsuperscript{132,133} Unfortunately, unlike the UAE and Jordan, Turkey has not agreed to make its INIR report publicly available. The IAEA’s detailed understanding of Turkey’s nuclear situation may make any steps taken by Turkey towards nuclear weapons capabilities more evident, suspicious, and detectable.

These extensive cooperation programs, especially on the technical side, indicate that if Turkey should decide to “close” the domestic fuel cycle and start an enrichment or reprocessing program, it would likely initially try to acquire the needed technology under safeguards. However, given the actions of Erdogan, the country’s political turmoil, and on-going tensions in the region, suppliers in the NSG would likely block the sale of enrichment or reprocessing plants to Turkey, even under safeguards. However, Turkey could pursue a slower path of domestically building sensitive nuclear facilities via the illicit procurement of technology, equipment, and materials abroad. The plant would be expected to be placed under safeguards, but today illicit procurements for safeguarded plants are not prohibited by existing treaties and safeguards agreements and cannot be excluded in the case of Turkey. If Turkey builds enrichment or reprocessing plants under safeguards, it could decide to use them later to break out to nuclear weapons or as a basis to build covert, parallel, sensitive facilities, although the latter approach risks detection and a negative international response, long before Turkey could finish any facilities. In the former case, the facilities would be available in case Turkey decides to promptly and openly pursue nuclear weapons after withdrawing from the Nuclear Non-
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Proliferation Treaty. Although this step would be momentous, it will become more likely if Iran pursues nuclear weapons.

If Turkey were to pursue developing the means to build nuclear weapons themselves, separate from making nuclear explosive materials, it would need to circumvent safeguards and international attention. In that case, it would need to pursue this capability via illicit trade networks and covert domestic activities.

While Turkey is not actively pursuing enrichment or reprocessing capabilities as of 2017, it is actively pushing to keep the door to acquiring sensitive nuclear capabilities, as the international community is trying to close it further. Turkey’s main reasoning for defending Iran’s “right to enrich” is that it does not want to rule out the option to go as far as Iran.

Conclusion

A U.S. priority should be discouraging and blocking Turkey developing sensitive fuel cycle capabilities. This policy should be carried out at the NSG and in bilateral discussions with potential suppliers, and with Turkey directly.

Turkey should be encouraged to improve the effectiveness of its export control systems, particularly as they affect exports or retransfers to Iran. Toward this end, the United States should produce an evaluation of how Iran and other pariah states exploit Turkey’s weak export control system. An unclassified version of this study should be presented to Turkey, and in egregious cases, prosecutions sought. If Turkey is uncooperative, the United States should impose sanctions on the companies and entities committing illicit exports.

Western national intelligence capabilities should focus on the detection of proliferation-relevant Turkish research and development, as well as procurements which could signify covert, or even overt, nuclear fuel cycle development or interest in nuclear weaponization.

To reduce further Turkey’s incentives to seek nuclear weapons capabilities, the United States should continue to seek a strong defense relationship with Turkey, including maintaining Turkey as a productive member of NATO. However, the United States should make clear to Turkey in private conversations that its pursuit of uranium enrichment or reprocessing would threaten the U.S. defense commitment to it and destroy it if Turkey seeks nuclear weapons. This U.S. policy should happen in parallel with efforts to strengthen and extend, or make permanent, the nuclear limitations of the JCPOA.
Egypt

Summary

Egypt may develop an indigenous nuclear weapons capability in response to Iran’s nuclear accomplishments. It has the one of the largest nuclear infrastructures in the Middle East, has sought nuclear weapons in the past, and views Iran as a regional rival. Its main regional rival in the nuclear realm is Israel, and Egypt considered developing nuclear weapons in the 1960s and early 1970s to counter it, but abandoned those efforts long ago. However, if Iran’s nuclear program appears threatening or advanced nuclear capabilities begin to proliferate beyond Iran in the Middle East, Egypt may seek parity. Much like Turkey, it seeks to maintain an option to develop enrichment or reprocessing capabilities. Egypt is also a vocal nuclear disarmament advocate and supports a Middle East Zone Free of Nuclear Weapons, while eschewing stronger nonproliferation commitments. It is an NPT signatory but not a signatory to the Additional Protocol, and is adamant that the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) preserves a country’s rights to all nuclear energy related technologies, including sensitive technologies such as uranium enrichment and reprocessing capabilities. The country had issues with the implementation of its IAEA safeguards agreement in 2004 and 2006 due to the revelation of undeclared nuclear material, activities, and facilities that spanned many years. A minor issue arose again in 2007 and 2008 relating to the discovery of uranium particles.

Egypt currently possesses one operating research reactor and limited nuclear infrastructure but has ambitious nuclear energy plans. The success of the latter may depend on improved political and economic stability of the country, which remains in tumult following a revolution in 2011 leading to the ouster of President Hosni Mubarak and election of Mohamed Morsy, a military coup in 2013, and election of former military chief Abdel Fattah el-Sisi in 2014. It is likely that domestic and economic turmoil will preoccupy Egypt’s leaders for some time and that these matters will be placed on a higher agenda than ambitions for advanced nuclear capabilities, making its proliferation risk moderate for the time being. It should, however, be watched closely for signs that it is seeking advanced nuclear capabilities in preparation for a resurgent Iranian program. The United States should continue efforts to keep sensitive nuclear capabilities from being built in Egypt and it should increase pressure on it to ratify the Additional Protocol.

Security Context

Egypt pursued ballistic missile and nuclear weapons capabilities under President Gamel Abdel Nasser’s regime in the 1960s, attempting to purchase nuclear weapons or technology from China, the Soviet Union, and Europe. However, these efforts were unsuccessful and ultimately abandoned. Egypt’s loss in the 1967 war prevented further attempts.\(^{134}\) Its forbearance has been an irritant to successive Egyptian governments and senior Egyptian officials have often

stated to Institute personnel that while it abandoned its nuclear weapons ambitions to match Israel’s nuclear weapons, it would be unlikely to continue to resist obtaining nuclear weapons if Iran obtained them.

Egypt has historically held tense relations with Iran and sides with the Arab bloc of Middle Eastern states. Nevertheless, various leaders have pursued warmer Iran relations. Egypt may seek advanced nuclear capabilities in response to either a perceived threat from a resurgent nuclear Iran and to achieve parity with Iran or other proliferant states in the Middle East in terms of regional power.

Egypt’s relations with Iran were tense under President Nasser in the 1950s and 1960s, but ties were restored under President Anwar Sadat during the 1970s. However, after the Shah of Iran was overthrown in 1979, Egypt took him in, cutting off relations with Iran. The Shah was a friend of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and lived out the remainder of his days in Cairo. Relations remained hostile under President Hosni Mubarak, with Iran criticizing Egypt’s peace treaty with Israel. Egypt supported Iraq during the Iran-Iraq War. Following Mubarak’s ouster in early 2011, the Muslim Brotherhood’s Mohammed Morsy assumed a one-year term as president during which a brief thaw in relations occurred. The Iranian regime saw Morsy’s less secular regime as a potential partner, despite adhering to different religious sects. Morsy traveled to Tehran in August 2012, marking the first visit by an Egyptian president in decades. This signaled a divergence from the United States, since Egypt under Mubarak traditionally followed the U.S. lead on the Iran issue.

After Morsy was overthrown in a coup in the summer of 2013, current President Abdel Fatah al-Sisi came to power and his regime resumed cold relations with Iran. Egypt remains heavily reliant on Gulf benefactors like Saudi Arabia and the UAE, heavily influencing its Iran policy. Yet, it holds nuanced views. As one Egyptian diplomat expressed to Ahram Online in mid-2015, Egypt also seeks “to avoid going as far as being identical with the highly sceptical Saudi position.” The diplomat continued, “But of course we cannot turn our back on the direct and clear Saudi demand to show caution over the return of Iran.”

Current Plans and Capabilities

---


Egypt’s nuclear infrastructure consists of two research reactors, a two megawatt-thermal (MWth) Russian ETRR-1 reactor and a 22-MWth Argentinian ETRR-2 reactor.\(^{139}\) The former is temporarily shut down and no information on the expected restart date is available.\(^{140}\) Egypt carries out limited activities relating to both the front-end and back-end of the reactor’s fuel cycle. At the Fuel Manufacturing Pilot Plant, it produces and assembles fuel elements from imported, enriched uranium hexafluoride.\(^{141}\) At the Hot Laboratory and Waste Management Center (HLWMC), Egypt hosts hot cells and conducts low level spent fuel management of both liquid and solid wastes.\(^{142}\) There is no report of decommission of the ETRR-1, so the reactor site may still have fuel, both fresh or spent, however none of it is highly enriched uranium. The liquid and solid waste from the ETRR-1 reactor is most likely still at the storage facility at the Inshas site.\(^{143}\)

Nuclear power plants have been planned by Egypt since the 1980s in order to meet a growing domestic energy demand, diversify the country’s power sources, and reduce reliance on limited indigenous fossil fuel resources.\(^{144}\) Most recently, in 2015, ROSATOM signed an agreement to build Egypt’s first nuclear power plant at el-Dabaa. The plant will have four units with a power output of 1200 megawatts-electric (MWe) each.\(^{145}\) They are due to be completed by 2022 and
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scheduled to begin operating in 2024. Egypt aims to be involved in the fuel cycle of its power reactors. Abdel Aty Salman, former chairman of the Nuclear Materials Authority, runs a website in the Arabic language to promote increasing Egyptian knowledge of uranium and nuclear research. Salman expressed a desire for his country to sustain a “strong, 100% Egyptian nuclear reactor.” The website indicates that research has been conducted on uranium deposits in Sinai, and the Eastern and Western Deserts in Egypt. In addition to exploration and evaluation of uranium deposits, Egypt has invested in a uranium extraction plant.

The AEA is the primary body tasked with leading Egypt’s nuclear research and development and is overseen by Egypt’s minister of electricity and energy. The AEA is divided into three centers: the Nuclear Research Center (NRC), the National Center for Radiation Research and Technology (NCRRT), and the HLWMC (Hot Laboratories and Waste Management Center).

NRC and HLWMC are based in Inshas, a facility investigated by the IAEA for potential safeguards violations, described below, which is located outside Cairo. NCRRT is based in Nasr City, also outside Cairo. Inshas is home to the shut-down ETRR-1 reactor, the operational ETRR-2, the Fuel Manufacturing Pilot Plant, a fuel laboratory, and a heavy-water laboratory, among others. AEA’s website indicates the NRC employs “more than 1400 highly qualified academic scientists in various fields of nuclear science and engineering” who enjoy the support of 2,300 technical staff and 1,300 administrative staff.

Egypt has publicly stated it interprets Article IV of the NPT as granting a ‘right to enrich’ and that Iran’s legal enrichment under the nuclear deal legitimizes that stance. Two months after the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) was struck, Nabil Fahmy, former Minister of Foreign Affairs, proclaimed that all NPT signatories should maintain the right to domestic uranium enrichment and reprocessing of nuclear material. Prior to this, in 2009, Egypt abstained from voting on an IAEA resolution urging Iran to explain the purpose of its secretly-built uranium enrichment plant at Fordow.

---

Egyptian domestic support for the country obtaining nuclear weapons recently appeared to be unusually high. A poll conducted in 2012, shortly after Muslim Brotherhood President Mohamed Morsi came to power, showed 87 percent of Egyptians believed the country should develop a nuclear arsenal. Despite 90 percent of respondents believing Iran acquiring nuclear capabilities could pose a threat to Egypt, 61 percent said they supported Iran’s pursuit of nuclear weapons. In addition, 65 percent supported Morsi’s decision to reestablish diplomatic ties with Tehran.154

Egypt itself also possesses a series of missiles. As a member of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), Egypt domestically produces “complete rocket system,” “capable of delivering at least a 500 kg [kilogram] ‘payload’ to a ‘range’ of at least 300 km [kilometers],” including control systems, software, and production equipment.155 Although weapons design, and specifically the shape of a hypothetical nuclear weapon play a role, the payload of 500 kilograms make the missiles potentially nuclear-capable delivery systems. It is worth noting that Egypt has cooperated with North Korea in the missile and military realms, making a secret North Korea conduit more possible if Egypt ever sought nuclear weapons assistance.156

Undeclared Activity Concerns

In 2004, the IAEA questioned Egypt about the nature of open source publications published by the Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority (AEA) and former officials of the AEA, “suggesting the possibility of nuclear material, activities and facilities in Egypt relating to uranium extraction and conversion, irradiation of uranium targets and reprocessing that had not been reported to the [IAEA]” and were potentially taking place at its Nuclear Chemistry Building at Inshas.157 Egypt cooperated on the matter. IAEA inspections subsequently found that Egypt had imported uranium and thorium and had conducted uranium conversion experiments, uranium and thorium irradiation, and preparatory activities related to reprocessing. Many of these experiments and projects had been long ongoing.

As a result of the investigation, Egypt had to declare its inventory of nuclear materials and submit design information for three additional locations where nuclear experiments were

carried out. The IAEA could account for all the declared inventory of nuclear material in Egypt. Egypt subsequently instituted stronger authorities for the AEA to exercise effective control and oversight over all of the country’s nuclear activities.\textsuperscript{158} In 2007 and 2008, however, an IAEA safeguards inspection revealed the presence of LEU and HEU particles at Inshas. Egypt stated that the particles must have come from contaminated radioisotope transport containers, a claim that the IAEA stated it would seek to verify. No subsequent IAEA reporting on the matter has been made available; the IAEA did not address Egypt in any of its 2009-2016 safeguards reports except to draw conclusions that all nuclear material remained in peaceful uses.

As mentioned, Egypt refuses to sign the Additional Protocol to its safeguards agreements, which would provide the IAEA with greater information and inspection authorities for the country.

**Conclusion**

Egypt does not need enrichment or reprocessing plants, and U.S. efforts should focus on preventing Egypt from obtaining sensitive fuel cycle capabilities. To increase Egypt’s transparency of its nuclear program, the United States should press Egypt to ratify the Additional Protocol. The United States should also work to press nuclear reactor suppliers to Egypt to provide guaranteed lifetime fuel supplies, obviating the need for domestic enrichment. Although the United States should continue its military assistance to Egypt, it should also begin to discuss conditioning it on Egypt ratifying the Additional Protocol and committing not to import enrichment or reprocessing capabilities or facilities. The NSG should also block any such Egyptian efforts to import these technologies and national intelligence capabilities should monitor any covert efforts to import or otherwise develop them. The United States should resurrect, in partnership with Egypt and Israel, regional efforts to study the methods and requirements needed to create a verifiable nuclear weapons free zone in the Middle East. A priority is the strengthening of the JCPOA, particularly by better enforcing the deal and extending the duration of the major nuclear limitations. This would prevent a renewed crisis in which Egypt may be expected to eventually pursue advanced fuel cycle capabilities.